
Bloomberg Announces Changes to Its Fixed Income Index Families 

Details on Methodology Changes 

Bloomberg today announced a number of changes to its index families.  These changes align 
Bloomberg’s fixed income indices more closely with globally accepted standards and ensure the indices 
are representative of the markets they measure. The timeline for implementation of these changes as 
well as details on the changes themselves are provided below. 

  
Timeline for Implementation of Changes  
 

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME 
October 31, 2015 
Pricing of new issues on offer side  
Elimination of lockout period 
  
November 30, 2015 
Shift end of day pricing to 3 PM EST 
Use current float-adjusted amounts for US Treasuries and US Agencies 
 
February 29, 2016 
Calculate index returns on a month-to-date basis holding cash until index rebalancing 
 
August 31, 2015 
Suspension of the Bloomberg MBS Index and Bloomberg US Investment Grade Composite Index 

AUSBOND 
October 31, 2015 
Minimum 1 month maturity requirement 
Subindex qualification date 
Expansion of New Zealand indices 
Calculation of currency hedged AusBond Indices 
Cessation of AusBond publication and distribution on non-trading days 
 
April 30, 2016 
Calculate index returns on a month-to-date basis holding cash until index rebalancing 
 



 
Global Fixed Income Index Family 

Pricing of new issues on offer side 
When a newly issued bond qualifies for the index, a portfolio manager who is managing against the 
index may choose to buy into the new issue to match the index and would have to do so at the offer 
price. Therefore, the first time a bond is added to an index family it will be priced on the offer side to 
more accurately represent the performance of a portfolio tracking the index 
 
Elimination of lockout period 
This will make the indices more representative by allowing them to include bonds settled up to and 
including the last business day of the prior month in the next month’s returns universe. Bonds with 
ratings changes or amount outstanding changes that occur up to and including the last day of the month 
will be included/excluded as necessary using the latest information available. This more accurately 
represents the opportunities available to investors as the 2 day lockout period in effect now would 
restrict a portfolio manager with a mandate to hold only index bonds from buying a bond issued on the 
last day of a month. 
 
Shift of end of day pricing to 3 PM EST 
Bloomberg will close fixed income indices using NY 3 PM prices and corresponding data rather than NY 4 
PM pricing currently employed. This coincides with the U.S. futures close and will make the index 
available an hour earlier each day.  
 
Usage of current float amounts for US Treasuries and US Agencies 
Currently US Treasuries and Agencies are included in the indices at the full amount outstanding. With 
this change, US Treasury and US Agency positions will be adjusted to use the current float, calculated as 
the amount outstanding less the amount of the issue held in SOMA accounts. This amount will be 
reflected in all indices in the Bloomberg Global Fixed Income family that include these bonds. Figure 1 
below shows the impact of this change on the primary sector indices as of June 30, 2015 for the July 
returns universe. 
 

Index Name Index 
Ticker 

 Current 
Weight MV 

SOMA-
Adjusted MV 

Current 
Weight OAD 

SOMA-
Adjusted OAD 

US Treasury Bond Index BUSY  $8,904B  $6,445B 6.11 5.63 
US Agency Bond Index BAGY  $576B  $548B 3.73 3.82 

Figure 1. Impact of SOMA-adjustment 
 
Calculation of index returns on a month-to-date basis holding cash until index rebalancing 
The returns of the indices are currently calculated by computing a daily return and compounding it to 
derive the return for a full month. With this change, Bloomberg will compute the return as month-to-
date (i.e. using the beginning of month values and the current day values) and derive the 1 day return 
using the month-to-date returns for two adjacent dates. Calculating the index return on a month-to-



date basis means that minor errors that occur intra-month will not be compounded into the index 
return and allows the index to automatically correct itself in the case of a small pricing error that is fixed 
the next day. With appropriate settlement conventions and handling of cash the index will always 
account for a full month of accrual each calendar month. 
 
The methodology will also be adjusted to retain cash generated from coupon payments, calls, sinks, etc. 
in the index at 0% return until the end of month rebalancing. The indices currently reinvest cash 
generated intra month into the index immediately. For an investor benchmarked against the index, it is 
not possible to perfectly reinvest small amounts of cash immediately upon receipt; this puts the 
portfolio manager at a disadvantage. Retaining cash until the end of month rebalancing more accurately 
represents the opportunities available to investors. 
 
Suspension of the Bloomberg MBS Index and Bloomberg US Investment Grade Composite Index 
The Bloomberg US MBS Index (BMBS) is being suspended while the methodology is updated to make it 
replicable for investors. As a result, the US Investment Grade Composite Index (BUSA) will also be 
suspended as the MBS Index makes up approximately 25% of this composite index. All subindices of 
BMBS and BUSA will also be suspended.  When reintroduced, index history will be backfilled using the 
new methodology. 

AusBond Index Family 

Minimum 1 month maturity requirement 
Removing bonds with less than 1 month to maturity reduces the volatility caused by bonds approaching 
maturity and maturing out of the index. Bonds near maturity trade like cash so this change will have 
little impact on the return or characteristics of the AusBond Indices. Bonds in the AusBond Indices will 
drop out if they fall below 1 month to maturity on a rebalancing date. So a bond which matures on 
9/5/15 will drop out on 8/31/15. 
 
Subindex qualification date 
All indices in the AusBond family will qualify bonds for inclusion in the main indices and all subindices on 
the last business day of the previous month. Currently, qualification is determined on the 1st of a month 
for maturity banded subindices but on the last day of the prior month for the rest of the index family. 
This change will require bonds to meet the maturity requirements of maturity-bound indices on the last 
day of the prior month in order to be included in the returns universe for the next month. Note that this 
has no impact on whether a bond qualifies for the AusBond Index family; it is simply a change to which 
maturity bucket the bond falls into. 
 
For example, a credit bond matures on 9/30/17 and we are interested in which maturity-bound credit 
subindex it would fall into during the month of October 2015. Using the current methodology the bond 
would fall into the 0-2 year index because it has less than 2 years to maturity on 10/1/15. However, 
using the previous month end as the qualification date the bond would fall into the 2-5 year index 
because on 9/30/15 it has exactly 2 years to maturity. For the month of November it would drop into 



the 0-2 year index. Changing this methodology makes the qualification date for maturity bound 
subindices line up with the qualification date for the main indices and allows the constituents of all 
returns indices to be fully determined on last day of the prior month 
 
Expansion of New Zealand indices 
Bloomberg will be introducing new indices to better represent the New Zealand fixed income markets.  
Currently, there are 3 main indices covering New Zealand: NZ Government, NZ Government Inflation, 
and NZD Bank Bill; which are all standalone indices. First, a NZ Composite Index will be created to 
represent all the sectors of nominal NZD fixed income. The existing “NZ Government Index” will be one 
component of this index along with the new NZD Local Government and NZ Non-Government Indices. 
Within NZD Non-Government there will be an NZ Credit Index and an NZ Supra/Sovereign Index (similar 
to the structure of the AusBond AUD Indices). The chart below shows the structure of this index family; 
new indices are represented within dotted lines. These additions add approximately NZD $40B to the 
New Zealand portion of AusBond. The NZ Government Inflation Index and NZD Bank Bill Index will 
remain part of the family as standalone indices. 

 
Figure 2. Structure of New Zealand Indices 

 
Index Count Market Value 
NZ Govt 6  NZ$ 58.68B 
NZ Local Govt 16  NZ$ 7.36B 
NZ Credit 59  NZ$ 15.41B 
NZ SupraSov 39  NZ$ 21.44B 
Composite 120  NZ$ 102.89B 

 

 

Top 10 Issuers in New Indices Index 
INTL BK RECON & DEVELOP Supra/Sov 
NZ LOCAL GOVT FUND AGENCY Local Govt 
RENTENBANK Supra/Sov 
BANK OF NEW ZEALAND Credit 
NORDIC INVESTMENT BANK Supra/Sov 
ASIA DEVELOPMENT BANK Supra/Sov 
INTL FINANCE CORP Supra/Sov 
ASB BANK LTD Credit 
EXPORT DEVELOPMENT CANADA Supra/Sov 
ANZ BANK NEW ZEALAND Credit 

Figures 3, 4, and 5. Details of NZ Composite 
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Calculation of currency hedged AusBond Indices 
Bloomberg will be introducing currency hedged versions of the main AusBond Indices. These indices will 
be hedged into 5 currencies: USD, EUR, GBP, JPY, and either NZD (for AUD indices) or AUD (for NZD 
indices).  

 
Cessation of AusBond publication and distribution on non-trading days 
Indices are measures of the markets they represent; when the markets are not open (e.g. on weekends 
and local holidays) and there is no trading, the indices need not be updated as the market has not 
changed. With proper handling of settlements the index will still include a full month of income accrual 
when month end falls on a weekend or holiday. The last index publication each month will reflect the 
accrual on the last calendar day of each month. When month end falls on a weekday this corresponds 
with T+0 settlement that is used throughout the month; when the last trading day of the month (last 
index publication day) is not the same as the last calendar day of the month the accrued interest for 
each bond on the last calendar day will be pulled back into the month so that the index includes a full 
month of accrual (i.e. the accrued for the last trading day will always settle on the last calendar day). The 
table below shows the behavior in different scenarios. 
 
 

Last Calendar Day Settlement Notes 
Friday T+0 Friday’s accrued is T+0, no adjustments 
Saturday T+1 Friday’s accrued determined by settling on Saturday 
Sunday T+2 Friday’s accrued determined by settling on Sunday 
Monday (holiday) T+3 Friday’s accrued determined by settling on Monday 

Figure 6. Accrued interest settlement at month end 
 
 
Calculation of index returns on a month-to-date basis holding cash until index rebalancing 
See information in the Global Fixed Income section. 
 
Contact Information 

Visit: {INDEX<GO>} on the Bloomberg terminal 
Email: info@bloombergindexes.com 

New York     +1-212-617-5020 
London       +44-20-3525-9976 
Hong Kong    +852-2293-1346 
Sydney       +61-2-9777-7208 
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